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Although a wide variety of techniques have been described in the literature
to help smokers to quit, the evidence of effectiveness is unclear, and no particular

technique has been shown to be unquestionably effective to help smokers stop the
One investigator (Bernstein 1969),

habit.

in a ,:omprehensive review of research

on the modification of smoking 'oehavior, couid draw few conclusioris on the most
appropriate techniques for clinical use and noted that "the need for long-t.erm
maintenance of nonsmoking is largely ignored" (p.418).

In another review, Ford

and Ederer (1965) found no sinale method strikingly effective and also noted that
long-term results were especially disappointing.

Hypnosis has often been tried with smokers, but the results and the methods
recommended have also been characterizeiJ by tremendous variation-.

The percentage

of reported long7,term success seerWS-to range from zero to 94%, with most authors

reporting percentages between those extremes.

These varying success rates indicate

ft.' there can be no typical percentage given to describe the effectiveness of
in stopping the smoking habit.

is

.z1:13king

The central 'problem for hypnosis in

is finding the most effective way to use

it.

In the October, 1970, issue of the International Journaf of Clinical and
hypnotic
Experimental Hypnosis, Nuland and Field reported a systematic clinical
approach.

They compared tao methods they had used.

Their former method, which

produced a success rate of only 25% after six months, was technique-eriented with
direct post-hypnotic suggestions

in which hypnotic depth was important and the

therapist had the role of controller and persuader.

Their new metHod, Nhich

..rproduced a success rate of 60% not smoking after 6 months, involved an
personal' ---1

the role

active,

pproach wherein trance depth was not important, the therapist took

-)f. techer rather than controller,

suggestions were individualized, feed-

back under hypnosis of the patient's own reasons for quitting were given to him, and
\ se'f-hypnosis Was taught the patient.
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of a few variatio;,s,

With these principles in mind and with the inclusion
my own five-session technique that

de' -2lol

coll Tie

s

udents who were healthy and vigorOus ,nd not typical of the medical

practice of Nuland and Field.
I

considered to IDe appropri-,t,

I

not important.

First of all, since deoth of trance

eliminated the word "Hypnosis" ard called it the "Concentration-Relaxation Technique."

lf,however, anyone asked me if this technique was a form of hypnosi

,

I

answered

"Yes", and explained that it was a para-hypnotic or hypnoidal procedure because
no depth of trance was necessary, only a state of relaxation.
In order to induce the relaxation state,

have the client raise his right

I

hand to eye level, focus on his middle finger and suggest that the more'he concen,

hand pecomes
trates on his middle finger, the heavier his hand becomes, and as the

heavier, it will begin to move doWn.
physiology).
it

Then,

I

(So far,

I

am dealing only with normal

suggest that as his hand moves down, he will move down with

relaxation
;nto a state of relaxation, but that he will not enter a deep state of

until his hand touches his leg or the chair in which he is siAing.
touches his leg,

visual imagery.

I

When the hand

relax him more through the suggestion of muscle relaxation and

At the end of the clinical procedure to be described,

from the state of relaxation by simply counting up from
count of five, he will feel

I

arouse him

to 5, stating that at the

1

fresh, alert, and wide awake.

Clients are students who voluntarily come to the Counseling Center,

bet are

failed.
selected on the basis of having previously tried to stop smoking ana

has committed himself
After detailed exploration of the program, and after the-client
proceed as follows:
to it, the five sessions are scheduled at weekly irtervals and

A smoking history is obtained to ascertain the client's reasons
how_much, wbat_
for smoking, why lie wants tustop, under what cirsmstances he smokes,
and
what
happened
feelings he derives from smoking, how long he has been smoking,
pertinent
obtain
information-4n
any
In addition,
when he tried to stop previously.
and
relevant
medication.
medical history, any emotional disturbances of significance
1st session:

I

study th, history and write up three
Between the 1st and 2nd appointment,
read to the client
suggestions and tINO visual imageries on 3)(5 cards, which
the
client
his own reasons
in the subsequent sessions. These cards feed back to
and
for quitting, attack rationalizations for"-smoking, provide substitutions,
undermine his motivations for continuing the habit.
I

I
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ihe following five verbalizat'ons represent the suggestions and visualizations
Jesign:.:d for one particular cliont:

You tell me that smoking calms our nerves, that it is
Relaxation Suggestion:
relaxing and settles you down, but what's so good about a cigarette that
shortens your breath, affects your health, and gives you a dry, cotton
to reach
feeling in your mouth? A cigarette may seem relaxing because you pause
iahalation.
pack,
light
:t,
and
take
a
deep
for a cigarette, remove it from the
it gives you a tension-free relaxing moment. But there are other ways to
I'm going to teach you a subget the same effect, the same relaxing moment.
taking
a
deep
breath in, letting it out,
stitute way to get the same effect, by
Take a detIp'breath in,
Do that now.
slowly, and telling yourself to relax.
it out slowly and teil yourself to relax.
let

1.

of victory over
Victory Suggestion: You tell me you want to feel a sense
feeling of winning
your smoking habit--a sense of will-power and self-control--a
You can have this feeling by doing the following: eve-y time
over this vice.
you pick up a pack of cigarettes and then put that pack down again, this feeling
It's like
You will feel good and s',:rong.
of victory will come over you.
until
the
final
victory
when
you win the
winning one battle after the othe.r,
have the client experience
(1
w,,Ir--the victory over your smoking habit.
from putting down the
The
good
feeling
he
derives
this scene in phantasy.
pack is the immediate reinforcement which tends to increase future probabilities
This is in line with
of him actually putting down the pack without smoking.

2.

current behavior modification theory).
You tell me that you smoke to put a damper on your angry
Anger Suggestion:
You can see that smoking is one way you handle
and frustrated feelings.
both know that smoking is no solution to this problem.
anger, but you and
Smoking ends Jp hurting you physically and it cannot discharge-or control
your..anger to the
It may or ma., not be appropriate to express
your feelings.
If not,
approprate, you should do so.
If it
person at whom it is directed.
would
then imagine you have a small r.,bber hall in yaur hand and knead it as you
rubber
ball
in
your
hand;
squeeze
Just imagine there is a soft
Try that now.
dough.
Keep working that ball until your hand is tired.
it.
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4.

Cigarettes cost'.40 a ptck. You tell me you,smoke two packs a
Cost Imagery:
Multiply .80 by 7 and the
lhat means :you pay .80 a day for cigarettes..
day.
If you multiply .80 a dly by the number of dayS in a
re..1lt is $5.60 a week.
cigarettes in a year is $292.
yeor, then the total amount yoUiare paying for
Wouldn't you like to use
miserable.
Ara for what" For a habit that makes you
make you happy instead
that money for something else--for something that would
would
want you to use your imagination now and picture what you
of miserable?
If you stop smoking, you 'deserve tO spend
like to buy with $292 right now.
something
that won't go up in smoke. Think now
the money you save by boying
year's time, somewhat you would like to buy with the $292 you would save in a
of a luxury.
thing perhaps that you have always wanted but felt it was too much
Feel
using
it.
-In your. iiragination, right now, buy.this.item and experience
am
silent
Experieote this pleasure while
the pleasure you derive from it.
motivate the client by picturing a desirable
(In this imagery,
minute.
for
suggest to
If so inclined,
long-term gol to which he can commit himself.
spend
money
he
doesn't
nim after arousal from the relaxation that he save the
accumulate daily.)
for cigarettes in a glass jar and watch the money
I

I

I

I

I

5.

Imagine that the day has come that you no longer
Day-of-Not-Smoking Imagery:
to the L.A. Building. The air is crisp
smoke. You are walking across campus
You woke up that morning
but the sun is shining and it's a.beautiful day.
You like the way you're handling your
feeling good about you and your worid.
cigarette no longer
For obe thing, the feeling of being a slave to a
life.

4

haunts you.
YOU are in control, nct the cigarette.
throat i,, clear, and you no longer have that hackina
the more you think about how good you feel, the more
Meditate now for
minute while you continue walking
I

You have more energy; your
cough.
You feel great, and
enernetic your step bocomes.
across campus.

fhe technique is individualized, customized to meet the demands of the client.
Each suggestion and each imagery is developed from the client's: given smoking
history.

Of course, there is some similarity among the cards of many clients,

but only in the leneral theme, not in detail.
the Relaxation Suggestion wherein

For example, for everyone

I

use

offer a deep breathing exercise as a substitute

I

for the relaxation derived from smoking, because everyone Mentions that smoking
relaxing, but the manner in which

phrase the suggestion depends upon what

I

Ole client tells me specifically.

read the cards to him in the waking state to determine if
2nd session:
the messages "feel right" to Lim, make corrections if necessary, and then proceed
read the
In the relaxed state,
with the Concentration-Relaxation technique.
have him meditate for two minutes during which
cards to him again. After that,
he garners all of his internal fighting forces and thinks about all the ways he
make a requirearouse him to wakefulness and then
can break the smoking habit.
ask him to phone me each day, for one week
ment important to this technique.
until the next appointMent, in order to report what happened each day. The week
following the second session is the most critical one, and the daily phone calls are
important in order to allay fears of failure, give support, and give suggestions to
state that if he doesn't phone
I,
too, make a commitment.
rout out trouble spots.
feel it is important that the client feels
will phone him.
me by a given time,
never
never ask anyone to quit.
my commitment to his desire lo quit smoking.
feel myself as an
invoke the neurotic "should" to arouse the specter of guilt.
aliy with him against the enemy--the smoking habit.
I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

Repetition of the previous session plus exploration of what is
3rd session:
happening, along with appropriate support and encouragement, plus appropriate
For example,
therapeutic Aeasures to rout out trouble spots that continue the habit.
if dealing with anger is a trouble spot, then the'client is helped to control or
If the need to put something in the smoker's
release anger in a constructive way.
mouth is apparent or if the smoker misses having something in his hands, then
appropriate suggestions for substitutions are offered to meet the need.
4th session: The self-induction of the relaxation state is now taught, along
with his learning the suggestions and imageries on the cards by rephrasing them to me.
c:rny-problIllm regarding the smoking is dealt Nith therapeutically-in order to
Between the 4th and 5th session, he is asked to practice
d'scover ways to combat it.
the self-induction technique.
-

The client is asked to repeat the self-induction technique,
5th session:
rephrase the suggestions in his own words, picture the imageries, meditate, and
This technique is now a tool for him that
arouse himself to complete alertness.
he can use in the future should he have the desire to return'to smoking. At the
will send him a questionnaire every three
tell him that
end of this session,
months for a year to determine his smoking status.
I

I

0
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As indicated previously, this technique is a mutual effort to help the client
If he doesn't quit, then he

do what he says he wants to do, namely, quit smoking.

faces the responsibility of "I don't want to" and cannot hide,behing the rationalization ol

"I can't."

Even under these circumstances, he feels the strength of choice

rather than the weakness of failure.

If he doesn't'continue the program, he accepts

smoking as his choice-to do rather than perceiving himself as the victim of a,habit.
He is always invited to return if he decides to stop smoking ia the future.
The results thus far have been encouraging even though the number of clients
seen are only 24 to date.
therefore
thus far.

Most of these were seen during the past two months, and

cannot give long-range data of significance, but here are the results

I

Of the 24 who started the program, 8 didn't finish.

Of these 8, 4 didn't

finish'the p.rogram for reasons not connected with smoking, such as hospitalization or

--leaving school, and 4 concluded that they didn't want to quit smoking.

Of the 1.6 who

down
finished the five sessions, 12 (75%) quit smoking entirely, while the rest cut
drastically.
It

For example, one girl wanted to retain that one cigarette after dinner.

is clear= t-h".a-t---any given person

smokes for: more than one reason, but it is

expressing
interesting to note in this data that the client who has difficulty in

anger and who uses cigarettes t'b put a daMper on his anger has the greatest difficulty
in quitting.

We shall see if further cases wjll bear out this tenative obseration.

better with their
Such people really need more prolonged therapy to learn to deal
angry feelings.
In closing,

I

would like to add that fringe benefits have accrued that are not

directly related to stopping smoking.

One girl used the concentration-relaxation

technique to quiet and overcome her test anxiety.

Another client who suffers
Some have discovered

from insomnia uses the technique to fall asleep at night.

feel
significant insights about themselves during the therapeutic hour; others

the smoking habit, and
better about themselves as people as a result of conquering

therefore exhibit more control over other behaviors.

It

is not surprising, however,

that any technique that is therapeutic in a given area will

on the total being of that person.

have a therapeutic effect

This is a clinical report and not a controlled research study.

Accordingly,

since
one may wonder what were the efficacious factors that helped smokers to stop,

my approach combines many different techniques---hypnotic, motivation and

behavior modification.' I,have pondered that question myself and suspect that

-although the techniques

themselves are important for

importance is the degree to which
between the client and myself.

I

"liEcess, of even greater

am able to establish a therapeutic relationship

When he feels my commitment, when he feels me as,

ch3nce of
an ally against the smoking habit, then together we have a better
succeeding.
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